[date], 2012
[publisher contact]
[publisher name]
[address line]
[address line]
Dear [contact]:

I am writing on behalf of [UM department] and DigitalCommons@UMaine
(http://digitalcommons.library.umaine.edu/), a not-for-profit institutional repository for
University of Maine faculty that provides open access to the full-text of their publications.

Dr. [name] of the [dept/program] at the University of Maine published article[s] in the
[publication title] and recently submitted these for inclusion in our repository. As part of our
rights-checking process, I am writing to see if the [publisher name] allows use of published works
in open-access institutional repositories. Included below is the bibliographic information for the
specific article[s] we wish to post.

If possible, it is preferred to archive the finalized pdf version as it appears in print. The pdf version
has an advantage over mounting the author’s own version, in that it maintains consistency in
appearance of the article wherever it is read. This also maintains a closer association of the article
with the publication, through the header-title and publishing house-style. Each article will include
full bibliographic details and a copyright notice.
We would be grateful if you would grant permission for including articles published in the
[publication title] in the institutional repository and to pass on any conditions that are associated.
Do we have your permission to use the published pdf version of the article for this purpose?
________ Yes, permission is granted to post the published pdf version of the articles cited below.

If not, please specify which version, if any, we may post to our site and any associated conditions.

________ No, permission is not granted to post the published pdf but the repository may include the
following version of articles: _____________________________________________________________________ (please
specify).

If you do not solely control copyright in the requested materials, [UM department] would
appreciate any information you can provide about others to whom we should write, including
most recent addresses if available.

Additionally, if you are able to grant permission to post other articles not specifically mentioned
here, please acknowledge below:

________ Yes, permission is granted to post the published pdf version of articles by other University
of Maine faculty previously published in the [publication title] by the [publisher name] to
DigitalCommons@UMaine, administered by Fogler Library, subject to the conditions specified
above.

________ Yes, permission is granted to post the published pdf version of articles by other University
of Maine faculty published in the future in the [publication title] by the [publisher name] to
DigitalCommons@UMaine, administered by Fogler Library, subject to the conditions specified
above.
Thank you for your attention with this. I look forward to hearing from you. If you have any
questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me at [phone number].
Sincerely,

Name
Title
Department address
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